8" PVC C900 pipe
pressure sewer

8" Restrained joint (MJ)

8" Restrained joint (MJ)

8" PVC C900 pipe
length as required

8"x6"x8" DIP glass-lined wye (MJ)

Concrete collar (3000 psi mix)

6" Class 2 base at 95% relative compaction under conc. collar

Halliday H Series 24"x24" w/ H/20 Loading with screw down lid or approved equal on Hilfiker vault box.

NOTES:
1. Factory manufactured fittings shall be used exclusively.

2. All sewer main fittings shall have all exposed nuts and bolts completely covered with spray-on rubberized undercoating, and all fittings shall be wrapped with 6 mil polyethylene plastic prior to trench backfill.